
QM Software  Torque Tool Manager

The perfect database for the control of torque tool 
calibration

Torque Tool Manager software is calibration and certification 
specifically designed to work with System 4, System 5 and 
Torq-Tronics digital torque testers. It will fulfill your TS 16949 
and ISO calbration certificate requirements far more cost-effec-
tively than manual record keeping systems.

TTM stores standard calibration routine specifications and pro-
tocols that can be downloaded to the tester for immediate use 
in tool testing. Choose from standard calibration routines or 
customize your own to assure proper test procedures and ac-
curacy – TTM allows you to create and store custom calibration 
routines for use on tools with non-standard requirements.

TTM error-proofs calibration procedures and virtually eliminates 
retesting due to tester setup error; the downloaded specifica-
tions perform the preparation for the test. TTM downloads the 
proper parameters to your S/R tester, and sets the tester up for 
the tool. The software will only accept test results consonant 
with the requirements; failure to follow the test protocol causes 
immediate software response and technician notification.

TTM keeps complete records for each tool, including calibra-
tion date, serial number, tester and transducer serial numbers, 
operator, “As Found” and “As Left” test results, NIST traceability 
numbers, and all other data required for ISO or QS compliance. 
TTM displays the results of each test immediately upon receipt 
from the S/R tester! It records, analyzes, and displays updated 
information and “Pass” or “Fail” for each test.

TTM schedules future calibrations based on user-selectable 
calibration intervals, and provides a list of torque tools due for 
calibration. Certifications are printed in a clear and logical for-
mat, and include all test and traceabillity information.

TTM requires minimal computer ressources, and is fully Y2K 
compliant. Requires serial port for connection to the tester. 
Runs on Windows 3.1, 95, 98, 2000, ME, and XP. Available op-
erating language is english only.

 System compatibility: Windows® 
3x/9x/2000/Me/XP.

 Required free storage space: x MB 
HDD, y MB RAM.

 Requires serial port for connection to 
the tester.

 Operating language(s): engl.
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Torque Tool Manager
Model Item No. Description Weight

kg
Price

€
PG

TTM 2 R10309 Torque Tool Manager Software (engl.) n. a. 699.00 40

Prices are valid per unit in Euro plus VAT and/or any custom fees exw Hamburg, incl. package. Errors or alteration excepted.
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